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ABSTRACT: Conceptual models of user interfaces and object-oriented models of 
interactive systems appear to be incompatible as regards the concept of dialogue. A case 
study reveals that the structure of components identified according to these two perspectives 
cannot he brought into proper col1"espondence. Hence, traditional UIMSs must be considered 
unable to provide separable, reusable abstract data types for the dialogue. Conclusions are 
drawn conceming the architecture ofUIMS systems. 

When designing intemctive applications, developers 
traditionally make use of user inteJ:face architectures 
in order to identify the technical components to be 
separated. On the other hand, we have conceptual 
models (Norman, 1988) that were designed to help 
users to express expert knowledge about the 
application domain. To what extent do these two 
perspectives confmm'? 

As reference, I chose the IFIP-Model for user 
interfaces (Dzida, 1987), which focuses on the user's 
conceptual model and claims to offer the advantage 
of a natural con-espondence between user concepts 
and technical artifacts. It furthermore highlights the 
role of the dialogue. Four aspects of interactive 
applications can be identified: input/output, 
dialogue, tool and organizational environment (see 
Figure 1). Application-independent concepts (Dzida 
1987) can serve as fragmentary components for 
building user interfaces. In the form of abstract data 
types they can be employed in the development of 
user interface tools. A survey yields the following 
result: 

Input/Output: push buttons, menus, icons, text 
fields and the like can be found in almost any 
application. We have a concept of widgets. 

• Dialogue: Nothing to be found, yet. 
Tool: generic objects such as stacks, al1"ays, 
graplis or streams are application-independent 
concepts. In addition to these, Dzida identities 
generic tools like cut, copy, move or paste 
(Dzida 1987). 

Widgets have successfully been turned into data 
types, as well as generic objects. Genetic tools can 
be realized through aspect classes (Budde et al., 
1992). It would certainly prove beneficial to add 
application-independent dialogue concepts to the list, 
because application development could be shortened. 
However, we have to adhere to software reuse 
principles. 

Several architecture (or implementation) models have 
already been proposed. Among them is the MVC
Paradigm (Goldberg, 1990), the PAC-Model 
(Coutaz, 1987) and the model suggested by Jacobson 
(Jacobson eta!., 1992). The three components of the 
former do not directly cmTespond to the IFIP aspects. 
For example, tl1e view in MVC only col1"esponds to 
the output, whereas the control contains input and 
dialogue aspects. A similar statement holds for the 
PAC-Model. As regards the Jacobson-Model, we find 
that interface objects implement aspects of input, 
output and dialogue. Entity objects implement 
dialogue and tool aspects. Jacobson adds a third kind 
of objects, the controls, which can't be attributed 
clearly to any of those of the IFIP-Model; he does so 
in order to avoid too high a complexity in the 
application ru·chitecture and does not structure these 
o~jects in any way. 

DESIGNING REUSABLE SOFTWARE 

The three basic techniques for designing reusable 
software (not to be confused with reuse principles) 
are the use, the factorisation and the refinement of 
data types. In object-otiented technology, this is 
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Computer 

Organizational Environment 

Figure 1: The IFIP WG 6.5 model of user interfaces. The inpuVoutput aspect defines rules for translating the user 
activities into symbolic signals (e.g. keyboard shortcuts, graphical appearance). The dialogue aspect is 
concerned with the sequence of activities and how the system responds regarding feedback or use of the 
available tools (e.g. that the user first selects an object and afterwards the operation to be performed on that 
object). The tool aspect, at last, defines how the tools behave and how they can be accessed (e.g. deleting an 
object causes it to be marked for later deletion, but not to be deleted immediately). User and computer are also 
integrated into the organizational environment, but that is of no relevance here. The boxes labeled P1 and P2 
signify activities, i.e. processing, circles signify means of processing, arrows mark an information flow. 

realized employing classes, superclassing and 
subclassing. A small example will demonstrate how 
this is usually done. 

Imagine an application for drawing and manipulating 
graphical objects. We would declare classes 
Object, Rectangle and Circle in C++ as 
follows: 

class Object 
int x, y; 
virtual draw ( ) ; 

} ; 

class Rectangle: Object 
int width, height; 
draw (); 

} ; 

class Circle: Object { 
int radius; 
draw (); 

} ; 

The class Rectangle uses the classes Object 
and in t and composes them to form a new data 
type; Circle does so likewise The method draw 
has to be implemented for Recta n g l e and 
Circle, so it makes good sense to factorise it by 
moving it into the common superclass object. 
The actual drawing algorithms will be refined in the 

two subclasses, but we now have a unique form of 
access for all draw methods. Any other class that 
uses instances of Object and desires to draw them, 
simply calls draw and the appropriate method will 
he executed. 

A software-engineering principle now tells us to 
factorise a~ many features (attributes or methods) as 
possible, thereby moving them upwards in the class 
hierarchy. In this way, the most abstract, i.e. most 
reusable design is found. 

Equipped with this knowledge, we may try to design 
an example application according to the IFIP-Model 
and according to software engineering principles. 

AN APPLICATION SHOWCASE 

Imagine a simple calendar application which 
schedules your appointments. If you enter a new 
appointment, the date and time must be provided. 
The application checks whether this date is still free 
and retums an eiTor message if not. A schematic user 
interface can be seen in figure 2. According to the 
IFIP-Model, we have tlu·ee interface descriptions: 

Inpur/Ourput: Defines the graphical appearance of 
the output in figure 2, a description of how 
mouse interaction behaves (e.g. that the user 
signals confirmation by clicking on the Enter 
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button), as well as how keyboard input is 
handled. 

Please enter your appointment: 

Date: June 27, 1995 Enter 
From: 13:45 

To: 15:30 Cancel 

The date or time is not correct. Please 
check the values and correct them. 

Alright 

You already have an appointment on that 
day. Please choose an alternative. 

Yes 

Figu_re ~: Graphical presentation of the example 
application. On top, we see the central input form for 
the user. If error messages must be presented, the 
two boxes below will be displayed. 

Dialogue: As described in figure 3: the user must 
enter the appointment date and time, after which 
a fonnal check for COITectness is done (e.g. that 
the user doesn't enter a date like February 30). 
Only if the specified date is free (i.e. there's no 
other appointment at that time) will the 
appointment be registered. Otherwise, another 
en-or message is given. 
Tool: Registers the appointment in the database. 

As can be seen, there is a clear separation between 
the three aspects. How would the same application 
be consu·ucted according to architecture models. like 
the one suggested by Jacobson? 

lntel:face: We would declare a simple class 
Calendarinterface that describes the 

graphical appearance of the widgets in figure 2 
and handles the interaction concerning filling in 
date and time or dismissing the en-or messages. 
Particularly, this class owns a method ok that is 
called when the user clicks on the Enter button. 
Control: When returning from interaction, the 
control part checks the f01mal validity of date and 
time. Given that, it continues to check whether 
the appointment can be made (using method 
is Free, see below). If any of the above 
assumptions are wrong, error messages are 
output. Otherwise, the appointment is registered 
using register. The class for the controller 
simply reimplements the ok method of the 
inte1face class and uses the entity classes. 
Entity: A class hierarchy for tl1e appointment 
database, providing a method register (in tlle 
class implementing the database) to register an 
appointment and isFree to check whetller the 
desired date is still free. 

When retuming from interaction the interface widget 
provides, for example, an unformatted date. It is 
interesting to discover now that the formal check can 
be done independently of the semantic check, so we 
could redefine the interface component as follows: 
check the date formally and call the controller 
method ok only if it is correct, otherwise display the 
appropriate enw message. In this way, we factorise 
the controller behaviour of formally checking tlle 
date and time, and move it into t11e interface using 
refinement. 

The rest of t11e dialogue aspect (according to the 
IFIP-Model) remaining in the controller is the 
semantic check. However, we could equally well 
move the semantic check into the method 
register that stores tl1e appointment. This is just 
a matter l~{ design decision. The semantics of tllis 
newly defined method would be to check for 
con·ectness (using isFree and probably prompt an 
error message) and tl1en store the appoinunent. 
Again, we use factorisation and refinement to 
accomplish that. 

This ca.<;e study reveals tl1at the dialogue aspects we 
have identified from the user perspective have (due to 
factorisation and refinement) been moved into parts 
of the architecture that were originally dedicated to 
input/output or tool m;pects. Actually, we find that 
tl1e controller semantics has become void. 
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Register appointment 

Figure 3: Dialogue structure of the example application. For each of th~ b?x-shaped dialogue steps involving user 
interaction (thick borders), we find the according input/output aspects 1n f1gure 2. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As has been demonstrated, user models and software
engineering principles produce"different results. In 
particular, the architecture of our technically 
motivated design scatters parts of the code 
responsible for handling dialogue aspects across 
application components originally not dedicated to 
it. This is in contradiction to the user-oriented 
design, which models and evaluates the dialogue 
separably. We are therefore faced with the question 
what conclusions can he drawn with regard to 
application domain modeling from the user 
perspective (Dzida, 1984). 

Technical architectures and conceptual user inte1face 
models are sometimes not compatible. due to reuse 
considerations. It is questionable whether it makes 
sense to design applications according to user models 
like the IFIP-Model. This has particularly been 
attempted with the Seeheim-Model, the leading 
model for UIMS design (Green, 1985, Olsen, 1992). 
From the software engineering perspective we may 
doubt that there can ever be reusable components 
that separate the dialogue as in tl1e user model. But 
since every UIMS employs some kind of dialogue 
model (Green, 1986), we must m;k whether. cmTent 
UIMSs can produce reusable dialogue components. 

If we take a look at interactive systems designed 
according to architectures invented with reuse in 
mind, like the MVC-Paradigm (Goldberg, 1990) or 
the PAC-Model (Coutaz, 1987), we discover that 
they don't have any dialogue concept at all that could 
be compared with the IFIP-Model. Therefore, we 
must strive for intelligent design decisions that keep 
the user perspective in contact with the structure of 
technical architectures. 
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